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We experimentally explored the relationship between the pump power fixed

point and the net-cavity dispersion in a Yb-fiber optical frequency comb. By

continuously adjusting the distance of the grating pair in the Yb-fiber oscillator,

we measured the pump power fixed point frequency in different dispersion

regimes and different intracavity polarization states. We find that the fixed point

frequency for pump power is not always near the carrier frequency but changes

significantly with the net-cavity dispersion and polarization. Especially at the

near zero-dispersion point, the fixed point has a local minimum, which is less

than tens of THz and far lower than the carrier frequency. This is the first time to

completely reveal the influence of net-cavity dispersion and intracavity

polarization state on the fixed point in the experiment.
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Introduction

Fiber optical frequency combs are widely utilized in a variety of precision

measurement fields due to their small size, low power consumption, and good

robustness [1, 2]. A low noise mode-locked fiber oscillator is essential for the

comb tightly phase-locking and precision measurement applications. In fiber

oscillators, the net-cavity dispersion plays an important role in mode-locking laser

dynamics and determines the level of frequency noise on the frequency comb [3, 4].

When tuning net-cavity dispersion from negative to positive [5, 6], the major pulse-

shaping mechanisms include soliton regime [7, 8], stretched-pulse regime [9], self-

similar regime [10], all-normal-dispersion (ANDi) regime [11]. The relative intensity

noise (RIN) [12–14], timing jitter [12, 15], comb-line frequency noise and free-

running linewidth of carrier envelop offset frequency (fceo) [14, 16, 17] of mode-

locked fiber lasers all depend on the net-cavity dispersion and pulse-shaping

mechanisms. The analytical theory [4, 18], numerical simulations [17, 19] and

experiments have shown that RIN, timing jitter, comb-line frequency noise and
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fceo linewidth can be minimized at the near-zero dispersion in

free-running mode-locked fiber lasers. Recently, these noise

characteristics have been verified in the fully polarization

maintaining nonlinear amplifying loop mirrors mode-

locked oscillator [20, 21]. However, a fully stable optical

frequency comb is required to lock both the fceo and

repetition frequency (frep) at the same time. At this point,

we should consider not only the fceo’s free-running linewidth,

but the variation of the fceo with pump power, and the cross-

talk between fceo locking and frep locking [22].

In fiber optical frequency comb, piezoelectric transducer

(PZT), electro-optic modulator (EOM) [23], or optically

pumped [24] are typically used to control the cavity length

and lock the frep to a microwave reference or a comb line (fn)

to an optical reference, and the fceo is locked by feedback the

pump power. We expect that the actuators that control the

frep and fceo are orthogonal, which means that when the two

frequencies are locked at the same time, two feedback loops

have zero cross-talk [22]. In reality, PZT, EOM, and pump

power will exert influence on both frep and fceo. The motion

law of the longitudinal mode of the optical frequency comb is

explained by the elastic tape model [25]. Based on this model,

fixed point theory is developed and used to characterize the

effect of an actuator or an intracavity noise source on the frep
and fceo [25, 26]. When a comb parameter X (actuator or noise

source) is altered, the comb will expand or breathe around the

fixed point frequency (FPF) ]Xf ix ,

]Xf ix � nXf ixfrep + fceo � ( − dXfceo/dXfrep)frep + fceo (1)

wherenXf ixrepresents the number of fixed comb teeth, dXfceo and

dXfrep represent the derivatives of fceo and frep with respect to X.

Compared with PZT and EOM, the influence mechanism of

pump power on frep and fceo is more complex [27]. Soliton

perturbation theory and experiments show that the pump

power FPF is near the carrier frequency and will deviate from

the carrier frequency due to the self-phase modulation (SPM)

[26–28]. In 2017, Ken Kashiwagi et al reported that the variations

of FPF with polarization state exceeds PHz range in a soliton fiber

laser [29]. However, the above results are measured in the soliton

regime. For other mode-locked regimes, especially the stretched-

pulse regime with minimal RIN, timing jitter and comb-line

noise, the pump power FPF has not been characterized in

detail yet.

In this work, we investigate the impact of net-cavity

dispersion on the FPF of pump power in a 200 MHz Yb:

doped fiber frequency comb. By adjusting the spacing of

the grating pair, the net-cavity dispersion will change, and

the oscillator will be in different mode-locked regimes. The

measurement results show that the intracavity dispersion has

a significant effect on the FPF. In particular, there is a

minimum FPF at near-zero dispersion, the lowest is only

2.5 THz, which is unfavorable to fceo and frep (especially fn)

locking at the same time. In addition, with the change of

dispersion, there is a negative correlation between the

variation of fceo and the variation of frep, rather than a

linear relationship as described in the early literature [28].

In the slightly positive dispersion regime, there is a local

maximum of FPF, and the linewidth of fceo free-running is

as narrow as that in zero-dispersion point, so it can be used for

fceo locking.

Experiment setup

Figure 1 depicts the experimental setup. A standard

nonlinear polarization evolution (NPE) mode-locked

ytterbium-doped fiber oscillator with a repetition rate of

200 MHz was employed in this study. We use a pair of

1,000 lines/mm gratings with a dispersion of –6,000 fs2/

mm at 1,030 nm to continually adjust the net dispersion in

the cavity. A single-mode laser diode with a wavelength of

976 nm serves as the pump source for the oscillators. The

oscillator output power is roughly 50 mW when the pump

power is 373 mW. A 90:5:5 fiber beam splitter divides the

oscillator output into three channels for amplification,

measurement of repetition rate, and spectrum monitoring,

respectively. After a one-stage Yb: doped fiber amplifier and

pulse compression, the supercontinuum spectrum is

generated using a tapered photonic crystal fiber (PCF),

and the fceo signal is obtained using a standard f-2f

interferometer.

NPE mode-locking is realized by randomly rotating three

wave plates in the oscillator cavity. The output spectrum of the

oscillator changes as the spacing of the grating pair changes.

When the grating pair spacing is raised from 2.5 to 5 mm, the

oscillator can maintain stable mode-locking. To investigate

the relationship between FPF and net-cavity dispersion, we

adjust the grating pair spacing by 0.1 mm each time,

corresponding to the dispersion shift of 600 fs2. The

spectrum and pump-induced variations of frep (Δfrep) and

fceo (Δfceo) are measured in each dispersion point. By

optimization of the oscillator, it is ensured that the mode-

locking can be maintained while moving the grating, without

alerting other parameters such as the position of the wave

plate and the pump power. This setting is to avoid the

influence of other parameters on FPF as much as possible [29].

Considering that the positions of three-wave plates in the

soliton domain will certainly affect the FPF [29], we measured the

spectrum, Δfrep and Δfceo under four different wave plate setting
states. We completely disrupt the three-wave plates in the cavity

to find a new mode-locking state instead of slightly adjusting the

angle of the wave plates as described in the literature [29]. Since

the position of the wave plates for NPE mode locking is a

somewhat random process, the four intracavity polarization

states (PS) are also random characteristics.
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Result and discussion

The spectra of four states of several selected grating

spacing are shown in Figure 2. As the separation between

grating pairs increases, the spectra and zero dispersion point

change as well. According to the definition in literature [14],

we define the net-cavity dispersion using the second-order

dispersion value at the nominal center wavelength (1,036 nm

for all spectra in Figure 2). The position with the grating pair

spacing of 3.6 mm is defined as the zero dispersion point. At

the zero dispersion point, the oscillator operates in the

stretched-pulse regime, and the FWHM (full width at half

maximum) of the spectrum is the widest. With the increase of

net-cavity dispersion, the spectral width narrows gradually,

and the sharp peaks on the edges of the spectrum become

stronger. Since the dispersion of optical fiber and optical

element is positive at 1,035 nm, it is impossible to realize

conventional optical soliton. When the negative dispersion

increases, the spectral width also narrows. At the same

grating spacing, the spectra of the four intracavity PS are

different.

Even though the dfrep/dP and dfceo/dP have been described

in soliton perturbative theory [27], calculating them in

different dispersion and the different mode-locking regime

is difficult. The most reliable method is to measure the value of

the variation of fceo (Δfceo)and frep (Δfceo) with the pump

power. Figure 3 shows the values of Δfceo/ΔP and Δfrep/ΔP in

the different spacing of grating pairs and four different

intracavity PS. At each point, the Δfrep is recorded using a

frequency counter (Agilent 53132A) with the pump power

changing by ±1.3% (from 368 to 378 mW), and Δfceo is

measured using a spectrum analyzer (R&S FSW26). The frep

FIGURE 1
Experimental setup. SM LD, single-mode laser diode; YDF, Yb: doped fiber, Col, collimator; WDM, wavelength divisionmultiplexer; λ/4, quarter-
wave plate; λ/2, half-wave plate; ISO, isolator; PBS, polarizing beam splitter; HR, high reflection mirror; BS, beam splitter; YDFA, Yb: doped fiber
amplifier; APD, avalanche photodetector; PCF, photonic crystal fiber, fceo: carrier-envelope offset; Black solid line, passive fiber; Green solid line, gain
fiber or PCF; Red solid line, optical path, Black dashed line: electronic wire.

FIGURE 2
Oscillator spectra in different grating spacings and different intracavity polarization states.
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and fceo vary linearly with the ±1.3% pump power change, so

we have dfceo/dP≈Δfceo/ΔP, dfrep/dP≈Δfrep/ΔP. We selected

partial dispersion points and polarization states to calculate

the errors of Δfrep/ΔP and Δfceo/ΔP relative to dfrep/dP and

dfceo/dP, which are all within 10%. In different states, for

example, state 1 (red line) can only maintain stable mode-

locking when the grating pair spacing is 3.2–4.9 mm, but state

3 (blue line) can maintain stable mode-locking when the

grating pair spacing is 2.6–5.0 mm.

The influence of net-cavity dispersion and intracavity PS on

the values of Δfceo/ΔP and Δfrep/ΔP is significant. At zero

dispersion point, there is a local maximum of Δfrep/ΔP and a

minimum of Δfceo/ΔP. The Δfrep/ΔP and Δfceo/ΔP curves exhibit

a negative correlation with dispersion change, that is, when Δfrep/
ΔP increases, the Δfceo/ΔP decreases. In the same dispersion

point, Δfrep/ΔP and Δfceo/ΔP also show a negative correlation

with the change of polarization state. Similar negative correlation

between fceo and frep noise have been discovered in literature [30,

FIGURE 3
Pump power induced variation of fceo (solid line) and frep (dash line) with dispersion and different wave plate setting states.

FIGURE 4
The pump power FPF versus net-cavity dispersion and intracavity polarization state.
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31]. This tendency indicates that the FPF of the pump power

cannot remain constant while dispersion and intracavity PS

change.

Figure 4 shows the FPF calculated from the data in

Figure 3. The zero dispersion point is our most concerned

point because it is proved that the fceo linewidth here is the

narrowest [14]. In four different intracavity PS, the FPF has a

minimum at the zero dispersion point. All the fixed points are

lower than 40 THz, and the smallest one is only 2.5 THz. Such

a low FPF shows that when we lock the fceo with the feedback

pump power, the change of fceo is very small, but it has a

greater impact on the comb-line frequency in the optical

regime. Thus, the zero dispersion point is not appropriate

to lock the fceo with pump current. Due to the broadband

spectrum, short pulsewidth and high peak power of fiber lasers

working in the stretched-pulse regime, the extremely small

FPF may be caused by strong SPM at near-zero dispersion

point.

In the negative dispersion regime, the FPF increases with

the negative dispersion, but the rise rate depends on the PS.

When the grating separation from 3.6 to 4.9 mm (net-cavity

dispersion from 0 to -7,800 fs2), the FPF of the state 1 (red line)

always stays below 50 THz, but the FPF variation of the state 3

(blue line) has exceeded PHz. In Figure 2 negative dispersion

regime (Grating spacing = 4.8 mm), the influence of

intracavity PS on the spectrum is related to that on the

FPF. The spectra of states 2 and state 4 are similar, and

their FPF are also close. The spectral shape and central

wavelength of state 3 are far away from the other three

states, and its FPF is also much larger than that of the

other three states. This is consistent with the results

measured in the literature [29]. But the how the spectrum

affects the FPF needs further exploration.

At the slightly positive dispersion point (+600 fs2), each of the

four wave plate setting states has a local maximum FPF, which is

close to the carrier frequency. In the more positive dispersion

regime, with the increase of positive dispersion, the FPF does not

follow monotonically but fluctuates. The influence of wave plate

setting states on FPF is not as significant as that in the negative

dispersion regime. In our experiment, the free-running linewidth of

fceo is almost 100 kHz between the grating spacing from 3.2 to

4.6 mm (dispersion from -6,000 fs2 to +2400 fs2) in four wave plate

setting states. In the region of more positive dispersion and more

negative dispersion, the linewidth of fceo will increase sharply, which

is similar to that described in the literature [14]. Thus, the slightly

positive dispersion point, in which the FPF close to the carrier

frequency and linewidth is almost the same as that at near-zero

dispersion, is suitable for locking fceo with pump power. According

to the stretcher-pulse analytical theory, the chirp parameter is near

zero at negative dispersion and increases at positive dispersion [18].

The combined action of chirp parameter, wave plate setting state

and pulse-shaping mechanisms may thus induce the change of FPF

in the positive dispersion. In the negative dispersion regime, the

chirp parameter is near zero, so the FPF changesmonotonically only

under the influence of dispersion.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we completely measured the change of pump

power fixed point with the net-cavity dispersion and intracavity

polarization states in a Yb-fiber frequency comb for the first time.We

found that the FPF is significantly affected by net-cavity dispersion

and PS, instead of always close to the carrier frequency. At the zero-

dispersion point, the FPF has a local minimum, corresponding to the

minimal RIN, timing jitter and free-running fceo linewidth, but not

suitable to lock both fceo and frep (especially fn) at this point since the

FPF is much lower than the carrier frequency at the zero-dispersion

point. In the negative dispersion regime, the impact of intracavity PS

on the FPF is more significant, even exceeding PHz. A local

maximum value of FPF emerges in the slightly positive dispersion

regime where the linewidth of fceo is identical to that at the zero-

dispersion point. This is highly conducive to lock fceo and fn
simultaneously. This research brings us to access a suitable FPF to

implement a better lock of the comb by adjusting the net-cavity

dispersion and intracavity polarization states.
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